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Abstract11

Fuel cells with nominal outputs of approximately 1 kWAC are emerging as a12

prime-mover of a micro-cogeneration system potentially well-suited to compete,13

on an energy basis, with conventional methods for satisfying occupant electrical14

and thermal demands in a residential application. As the energy benefits of these15

systems can be incremental when compared to efficient conventional methods,16

it is especially important to consider the uncertainties of the models on which17

simulation results are based. However, researchers have yet to take this aspect18

into account.19

This article makes a contribution by demonstrating how these model uncer-20

tainties may be propagated to the simulation results of a micro-cogeneration sys-21

tem for comparison to a reference scenario using a case study. This case study22

compares the energy performance of a fuel-cell based micro-cogeneration system23

serving only domestic hot water demands to an efficient reference scenario where24

the conventional methods for providing electrical and thermal demands are con-25
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sidered to be a central gas-fired combined-cycle plant and a condensing tankless26

water heater respectively. The simulation results demonstrated that if model un-27

certainties were ignored, it would have been possible to demonstrate that the con-28

sidered micro-cogeneration system was more efficient than the reference scenario29

for average consumption levels of domestic hot water. However, when model un-30

certainties were considered the efficiency of the considered micro-cogeneration31

system could not reliably exceed that of the reference scenario by serving the32

domestic hot water needs of a single-family home.33

Keywords: Residential buildings, Micro-cogeneration, Proton-exchange34

membrane fuel cell, Building performance simulation35
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Nomenclature

Symbol Description

E energy (J)

P power (W)

ζ efficiency

PIel electrical performance index

U95 95% confidence interval

b individual independent source of bias

B total bias

σ standard deviation

Z z-score of normal distribution

p probability

mCO2−re f mass of CO2 emissions (kg)

GHGF greenhouse gas factor (kg m−3)

LHV lower heating value of fuel (MJ m−3)

HHV higher heating value of fuel (MJ m−3)

V f uel−re f volume of reference scenario fuel consumption (m3)

Ψ fraction of fuel-cell thermal output that is useful

q f c fuel-cell thermal output (W)

qloss standing loss of hot water storage tank (W)

TTank temperature of hot water storage tank (oC)

Tf c−in temperature water at inlet of fuel-cell (oC)

∆t duration of simulation (s)

Subscript Description

TWH tankless water heater

DHW domestic hot water

el − t electrical transmission system

el −d electrical distribution system

el − re f reference scenario

el − plant central electrical power plant

f c−ac fuel-cell ac production

f c−dc fuel-cell dc production

f c− f uel fuel-cell fuel consumption

f uel −TWH tankless water heater fuel consumption

el −TWH tankless water heater electrical consumption

el −aux auxiliary heater electrical consumption

Eel−cogen net electrical production of cogeneration case plant network

Eel−RS net electrical production of reference case plant network

E f uel−cogen fuel consumption of cogeneration case plant network

E f uel−th−RS fuel consumption of reference case plant network

ζel−re f −PIel difference between reference scenario efficiency and micro-cogeneration electrical performance

index
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1. Introduction36

Fuel cells with electrical outputs of approximately 1 kW are gaining inter-37

est as an efficient prime-mover of a micro-cogeneration system for a residential38

application in a single-family home. It was suggested in Annex 42 [1] that the39

performance of these systems should be compared to a reference scenario where40

occupant thermal and electrical demands are supplied by efficient conventional41

methods. Since then, there has been a European Commission decision to estab-42

lish reference electrical and thermal efficiency values for this comparison [2] for43

its member states. Because the performance benefits of these systems compared44

to reference scenarios can be incremental [3], and comparison metrics can be very45

sensitive to small changes in efficiency values [4], it is especially important to46

consider the uncertainty margins of these comparison metrics.47

Prior to when Johnson et al. [5] presented a model based on data with well-48

described uncertainties, it would not have been possible to propagate a model’s49

uncertainties to the results from a simulation for an application similar to the one50

considered here. A model of a larger 2.8 kW solid-oxide fuel cell (SOFC) with51

well-described uncertainties was presented earlier [6] but is over-sized for this52

application.53

There have been several simulation-based studies [7-10] that used the model54

presented by Johnson et al. [5], but none have taken into account the model’s un-55

certainties in their results. There are also many recent examples of researchers56

[11-35] who have conducted simulations with a fuel cell in the range of out-57

puts considered here using other models, but none with model uncertainties docu-58

mented in as much detail as the model presented by Johnson et al. [5].59

60
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Notably, the model used by Canelli et al. [36] was calibrated with data origi-61

nating from an earlier version of the apparatus used by Johnson et al. [5]. Canelli62

et al. [36] have cited a conference paper [37] as the origin of their data (as was63

also done by references [38, 39]) where the model uncertainties were not yet de-64

fined. However, it is not justifiable to use this model for this work when data with65

documented uncertainties from the same fuel cell exists and are available [5].66

All widely available fuel cell models for building performance simulation67

were reviewed by Ham et al. [40] who determined that the model presented by68

Johnson et al. [5] was still the most accurate and concise. They provided new69

data for a PEMFC that is oversized (10 kW nominal electrical output) for the ap-70

plication under consideration in this work. They also fit a different model to the71

calibration data presented by Johnson et al. [5]. However, this new model is of72

limited validity for this work because it contains simplifications whose influences73

on the model’s uncertainties were not described.74

Aside from these models, there are several other studies with fuel cell data75

that deserve mentioning. References [41], [42] and [43] all provided data from a76

1.5 kW SOFC whose electrical efficiency is 60% at rated conditions. Hody et al.77

[44] presented some more data describing the performance of several SOFCs and78

PEMFCs in the 1-4 kW output range at nominal operating conditions. References79

[45], [46], [47] and [48] provided some performance data from several 0.7 kW fuel80

cells. References [49] and [50] described field-trials where fuel cells at this 0.781

kW scale were demonstrated. In comparison with the performance of the fuel cell82

studied by Johnson et al. [5], the electrical efficiencies of these fuel cells appears83

to be superior. However, details describing the uncertainty of the performance84

data presented by these studies are unavailable so these models may not be used85
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for this application.86

1.1. Contributions87

This article makes a contribution by developing a methodology where the88

uncertainty of component models is taken into account and then propagated to89

the results of simulations. For this methodology, the energy performance of a90

micro-cogeneration system is compared with a reference scenario where efficient91

conventional methods are used for providing occupant electrical and thermal de-92

mands. Therefore, estimating the uncertainties of the reference scenario is an93

aspect that also needs to be considered in this methodology.94

This methodology is demonstrated in this article with a case study. In this95

case study, the energy performance of a 1 kW PEMFC in a residential applica-96

tion serving only domestic hot water (DHW) demands is compared to a reference97

scenario where a condensing tankless water heater (TWH) and a central gas-fired98

combined-cycle plant are used instead to provide occupant thermal and electrical99

demands. The reference scenario is appropriate for Ontario, Canada. This article100

expands upon the work of Johnson et al. [3].101

In this article, first a description of this new methodology is provided. Fol-102

lowing this, a more detailed description of the plant networks to be considered in103

this simulation-based case study to demonstrate this methodology is provided. Fi-104

nally, the results of these simulations are interpreted using this new methodology105

before conclusions are drawn.106
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2. Methodology107

2.1. Equivalent Electrical Performance Index Definition108

An electrical performance index (PIel) can be used [3] as a metric to compare109

the energy performance of a micro-cogeneration case with a reference scenario.110

The plant networks corresponding to the micro-cogeneration case and reference111

scenario to be considered as the case study considered in this article are illustrated112

later in Figure 1 in Section 3. The basic definition of PIel is given in equation 1.113

PIel =
Eel−cogen −Eel−RS

E f uel−cogen −E f uel−th−RS
(1)114

Equation 1 considers that the equivalent electrical benefit of the thermal out-115

put of a micro-cogeneration system is that it displaces the fuel consumption of the116

conventional method in the reference scenario for providing occupant thermal de-117

mands. For this reason, the denominator of equation 1 is the net fuel consumption118

of the micro-cogeneration system (E f uel−cogen) relative to the fuel consumption119

of the reference method for providing occupant thermal demands in the reference120

scenario (E f uel−th−RS) that has been displaced.121

Equation 1 also considers that there may be some additional benefit (or penalty)122

related to the displaced electrical consumption of the conventional method for123

providing thermal demands. For example, the electrical consumption of a refer-124

ence heater whose thermal output is displaced by the thermal output of a micro-125

cogeneration system. Therefore, the numerator in equation 1 is the difference126

between the net electrical production of the micro-cogeneration case (Eel−cogen)127

relative to the net electrical production of reference scenario (Eel−RS). Note that128

net electrical production is defined for the micro-cogeneration case as the differ-129

ence between the micro-cogeneration system’s electrical production and the elec-130
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trical consumption of the other plant network components. In comparison, the net131

electrical production of the reference scenario is defined entirely as the negative132

value of the electrical consumption of the other plant network components.133

It is also noteworthy that equation 1 is the electrical analog of the equivalent134

thermal coefficient of performance used by Staffell [4]. The PIel in equation 8135

is directly comparable with the electrical efficiency of the conventional method136

for providing electrical demands in the reference scenario (ζel−re f ) described in137

Section 3.4. If the PIel of the micro-cogneration case exceeds the ζel−re f of the138

reference scenario, then fuel is used more efficiently in the micro-cogeneration139

case.140

2.2. p-Value Definition141

All of the terms on the right side of equation 1 have uncertainty margins asso-142

ciated with them, therefore, the PIel does as well. These margins can be used to de-143

termine the probability that the reference scenario efficiency exceeds the PEMFC144

micro-cogeneration case (p(ζel−re f > PIel)). This is termed the p-Value. If this145

p-Value is small then it is likely that the micro-cogeneration case is more efficient146

than the reference scenario. For this research, if the p-Value is less than 0.05 it147

will be assumed that the micro-cogeneration case is more efficient.148

Equation 2 essentially states that to determine the p-Value it is equivalent to149

determine the probability that the difference between ζel−re f relative to PIel is150

greater than zero.151

p(ζel−re f > PIel) = p(ζel−re f −PIel > 0) (2)152

This probability can be assessed using the Standard Normal Distribution with cor-153
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responding Z statistics according to equation 3.154

p(ζel−re f −PIel > 0) = p(Zζel−re f−PIel
> 0) (3)155

Where Zζel−re f−PIel
can be found from equation 4.156

Zζel−re f−PIel
=

ζel−re f −PIel

σζel−re f−PIel

(4)157

Where the standard deviation of the difference between the reference scenario158

efficiency and the micro-cogeneration electrical performance index (σζel−re f−PIel
)159

can be found from equation 5.160

σζel−re f−PIel
=
√

σ2
PIel

+σ2
ζel−re f

(5)161

Where if the uncertainty margins on each of ζel−re f and PIel are known at a 95%162

confidence level (U95,PIel and U95,ζel−re f
), the standard deviations may be found163

from the following two equations.164

σPIel =
U95,PIel

1.96
(6)165

σζel−re f
=

U95,ζel−re f

1.96
(7)166

To perform such an analysis, all of the uncertainties propagated from the mod-167

els used to represent the various components in the micro-cogeneration case must168

be accounted for along with those of the reference scenario. Such a detailed ac-169

counting will be provided in the following sections. Throughout this analysis, in170

some cases, assumptions were used when it was not possible to evaluate either a171

parameter value or its uncertainty. The sensitivity of the results to these assump-172

tions is described in Section 4.1. To begin, in the next section, a more detailed173

description of the plant networks to be considered as a case study to demonstrate174

the methodology developed in this article is provided.175
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3. Plant Network176

As a case study, this article will focus on the comparison of the energy per-177

formance between the two plant networks shown in Figure 1: a plant network178

representing the micro-cogeneration case and another representing the reference179

scenario. It is important to understand that both considered the same DHW profile180

on an energy basis. For every simulation time-step, the same amount of energy181

consumption was drawn from the TWH in the reference scenario as was drawn182

from the tank/auxiliary heater in the micro-cogeneration case.183

The DHW profiles that were used in simulations were obtained from Edwards184

et al. [51]. These profiles are at a 5-minute timescale resolution and a 1 L DHW185

draw resolution. 12 DHW profiles were obtained, each containing 1 year’s worth186

of data, A summary of the DHW consumption for each of these 12 DHW pro-187

files is shown in Table 1 in both a volumetric (L day−1) and energy (MJ day−1)188

basis. Note that the house identifiers (H5, H11, H14 etc.) shown in Table 1 are189

not sequential but do correspond to the naming convention of the 12 profiles Ed-190

wards et al. [51] made available. To convert the profiles from a volumetric to an191

energy basis, a constant outlet temperature of 55 oC was assumed along with an192

assumed monthly mains temperature profile shown at the bottom of Table 1. All193

simulations were conducted for the entire year.194

The PEMFC obtains its natural gas fuel supply from the local gas distribution195

network. In the PEMFC micro-cogeneration case, the AC bus can interface with196

the electrical grid. Net AC output from the PEMFC can be consumed locally by197

the occupants or exported to the grid if there is excess production. The occu-198

pants can also consume grid electricity when the PEMFC’s output is less than the199

occupants’ demands. Note that if excess production can be exported, and for the200
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Table 1: Summary of simulated individual DHW draw profiles

House H5 H11 H14 H16 H35 H38 H43 H49 H52 H59 H69 H73

DHW

(L day−1)

166 118 189 124 246 176 116 169 240 219 170 182

DHW

(MJ day−1)

30 22 34 23 45 32 21 31 44 40 31 33

Month 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

mains (oC) 6.55 5.77 6.55 8.69 11.61 14.53 16.67 17.46 16.67 14.53 11.61 8.69

outlet (oC) 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55

heat−exchanger
internal

net AC output

heater
aux

occupant load

gas
distribution

heat
recovery
circuit

rejection
heat

gas
distribution

electrical
grid

electrical
grid

DHW
E

DHW
E

AC bus

PEMFC Micro−Cogeneration Case

TWH

DHW

mains

occupant load

mains

DHW

Reference Scenario

PEMFC

=
DHW

E
. .

Figure 1: Micro-cogeneration plant network to be used in simulations
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control mode that was simulated (described in Section 3.5), only the difference be-201

tween the occupant demands for electricity between the reference scenario and the202

micro-cogeneration case needs to be considered. This difference is only caused by203

the difference between the electricity consumption of the TWH in the reference204

scenario and the auxiliary heater in the micro-cogeneration case. For this reason,205

other occupant electricity demands were not explicitly considered in the analysis206

but the difference in heater consumption was (in equation 8).207

In the heat-recovery circuit, the thermal output obtained from the PEMFC’s208

internal heat exchanger is circulated to a storage tank. When the incoming wa-209

ter’s temperature to the internal-heat exchanger exceeds its limit of 59.1 oC, the210

PEMFC’s thermal output is rejected.211

DHW is drawn from the storage tank. For cases where the storage tank’s tem-212

perature is less than 45 oC and is insufficient to meet occupants’ thermal comfort213

demands, the DHW is drawn from an auxiliary heater. It was later found in the214

simulations in Section 4 that when DHW consumption was less than 50 MJ day−1
215

this auxiliary heater provided less than 1% of the DHW demand and electrical216

production. Since it was rarely used in the most important region of DHW usage,217

it was conservatively assumed to be an electrical resistive heater that was pow-218

ered from the electrical grid and was not modelled in detail. The sensitivity of the219

results to this conservative assumption will be discussed in Section 4.1.220

As was mentioned by Johnson et al. [3], a reasonable reference scenario that221

the PEMFC micro-cogeneration case should be compared to is where the occu-222

pants’ load is entirely met by the electrical grid and an efficient reference gas-fired223

heater. It has been shown [52, 53] that the most efficient conventional method of224

providing DHW is with a gas-fired condensing TWH. This is the type of heater225
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that was considered in these simulations.226

For the particular micro-cogeneration case and reference scenario described in227

this section, PIel from equation 1 can be expressed by equation 8.228

PIel =
E f c−ac +Eel−TWH −Eel−aux

E f c− f uel −E f uel−TWH
(8)229

Where E f c−ac is the AC electricity production in kJ. Eel−aux is the electricity con-230

sumption of the auxiliary heater in kJ. Eel−TWH is the electricity consumption of231

the TWH in kJ. E f c− f uel is the energy of the fuel consumption of the PEMFC in232

kJ. E f uel−TWH is the energy of the fuel consumption of the TWH in kJ.233

3.1. PEMFC Model234

Although the data presented by Johnson et al. [5] are the most reliable, the235

associated model was intended for general purpose use so it was calibrated over236

a broad range of operating conditions with detailed subcomponent models. How-237

ever, for the specific purpose under consideration here, the exact operating range238

was known along with the specific model outputs required. For these reasons, sev-239

eral adaptations were made to the model presented by Johnson et al. [5]. These240

adaptations are described as follows.241

First, a new model equation that directly describes the relationship between242

the PEMFC’s net DC output (Pf c−dc in W) and AC output (Pf c−ac in W) was243

derived. This was to allow for a more direct calculation of PIel in equation 8. This244

equation is shown below.245

Pf c−ac = e0 + e1 ·Pf c−dc (9)246

Where ei are the model calibration coefficients given in Table 2.247
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Second, a new model equation that directly describes the relationship between248

the PEMFC’s net DC output (Pf c−dc in W) and fuel consumption (Ė f c− f uel in249

W) was derived. Again, this was to allow for a more direct calculation of PIel in250

equation 8. This equation is shown below.251

Ė f c− f uel = f0 + f1 ·Pf c−dc + f2 ·P2
f c−dc (10)252

Where fi are the model calibration coefficients given in Table 2.253

The final adaptation is that only data that were within the range of temperatures254

at the PEMFC inlet in the heat-recovery circuit (Tf c−in in oC) permissible in the255

simulations were used to calibrate this model. This was to ensure more accurate256

model fits to reduce model prediction uncertainties (described in Table 3). The257

model equation is shown below.258

q f c =r0 + r1 ·Pα0
f c−dc + r2 · (Tf c−in −T0)

α1 (11)259

Where ri and αi are the model calibration coefficients given in Table 2.260

Table 3 describes the uncertainty margins that were displayed graphically by261

Johnson et al. [5] in the measurement uncertainty column. Beside it are the pre-262

diction uncertainties associated with using equations 9 to 11.263

Here the prediction uncertainties are taken as the maximum residual observed264

between a measured value and a model prediction. For each parameter, all un-265

certainties shown in Table 3 were treated as independent sources of bias (bi,Φk)266

and were combined into a total bias BΦk for the kth parameter Φk according to the267

following equation given by Moffat [54].268

BΦk =
√

∑
i
(b2

i,Φk
) (12)269
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Table 2: Calibration coefficients for the PEMFC model derived from the data obtained by Johnson

et al. [5]

AC output parameters for

Equation 9

e0 = −4.276677; e1 = 8.910647 ·10−1;

FCPM fuel consumption co-

efficients for Equation 10

f0 = 432.73315; f1 = 1.21272;

f2 = 9.8793471 ·10−4;

Heat recovery parameters for

Equation 11

r0 = 2.340002 ·102; r1 = 1.7938934 ·10−2;

r2 = −1.7851876 ·10−1; α0 = 1.6;

α1 = 2; T0 = 26.5;

Range of applicability:

40oC ≤ Tf c−in ≤ 59.1oC

315 W ≤ Pf c−dc ≤ 1110 W

Troom ≈ 22oC

Table 3: PEMFC model parameter and prediction uncertainties based on the data obtained by

Johnson et al. [5]

Parameter Measurement Uncertainty Prediction Uncertainty

Φk bi,Φk

Pf c−dc ±0.7%Pf c−dc

Pf c−ac ±3.2%Pf c−ac, ±13.4 W ±10.4 W

Ė f c− f uel ±1.2%Ė f c− f uel ±43.3 W

q f c ±41.2 W ±54.1 W

Tf c−in ±0.8 oC
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The total bias of each individual parameter was then propagated to calculate an270

overall bias for on BPIel according to the following equation.271

BPIel =

√
∑

(
∂PIel

∂Φk
·BΦk

)2

(13)272

For the purposes here, BPIel will be considered as the 95% confidence intervals273

(U95,PIel ) of the simulation results for a particular DHW profile.274

To demonstrate how the uncertainties in Table 3 were propagated to simulation275

results consider, for example, the uncertainties associated with Pf c−ac. For each276

simulation, Pf c−ac was determined at each time-step and an average value (P̄f c−ac)277

was determined for the entire annual simulation. For this case, equation 12 was278

evaluated using equation 14 with the individual uncertainties from Table 3.279

BPf c−ac =

√(
0.032 · P̄f c−ac

)2
+(13.4 W)2 +(10.4 W)2 (14)280

Since PIel from equation 8 is expressed in terms of energy, BPf c−ac must be multi-281

plied by the simulation’s duration (∆t) as shown in Equation 15.282

BE f c−ac = BPf c−ac ·∆t (15)283

To propagate BE f c−ac to BPIel using equation 13, the sensitivity of BPIel with respect284

to E f c−ac ( ∂PIel
∂E f c−ac

) was calculated using equation 16.285

∂PIel

∂E f c−ac
=

1
E f c− f uel −E f uel−TWH

(16)286

Similar procedures were performed for all of the other uncertainties described in287

Table 3. Afterwards, they were all combined according to equation 13.288

3.2. Storage Tank289

The storage tank shown in Figure 1 was modelled using a lumped-heat-capacity290

approximation. This approximation neglects any effects of thermal stratification291
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within the tank. This is a conservative assumption since, if stratification were con-292

sidered, cooler water at the bottom of the tank could be used to supply the inlet293

of the PEMFC’s internal heat exchanger to increase the amount of heat recovered.294

The sensitivity of the results to this conservative assumption will be discussed in295

Section 4.1.296

The standing loss of the tank (qloss) was calculated based on a cylindrical ge-297

ometry, with a height-to-diameter ratio of 1.25 and a heat-loss coefficient of 0.38298

Wm−2 oC−1 (corresponding to 10 cm of fiberglass insulation [7]) in an ambient299

environment of 18 oC.300

3.3. Tankless Water Heater Model301

For the reference scenario, the condensing TWH model developed by Johnson302

and Beausoleil-Morrison [55] was used to predict its gas energy consumption.303

The individual uncertainties in the calibration parameters propagated to an overall304

model uncertainty for predictions of ETWH± 5.5%. It is also apparent that this305

model consistently under-predicts the energy consumption compared to the data306

from heaters measured in practice that it was validated against. At a maximum,307

the under-prediction was 8.7% in the region of interest here. Conservatively, this308

amount will be ignored. The sensitivity of the results to this conservative assump-309

tion will be discussed in Section 4.1.310

Also Johnson and Beausoleil-Morrison [55] predicted ETWH based on DHW311

draw data gathered at a 1-second timescale resolution that were obtained from312

Bohac et al. [52]. For these simulations here, to estimate the effect that using313

DHW data of coarser resolution has, the profiles from Bohac et al. [52] were314

coarsened to a 5-minute timescale resolution and a 1 L draw resolution. When315

model predictions for ETWH were compared at the two different resolutions, it316
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was found that ETWH at the coarser resolution should be multiplied by a factor of317

1.016±0.015 for daily DHW energy consumption greater than 30 MJ day−1.318

The electricity consumption of the TWH (Eel−TWH) was also considered. This319

was modelled according to a relationship that was derived from data presented by320

Hoeschele and Weitzel [53] for a condensing TWH and is presented below in the321

following equation.322

Eel−TWH(MJ day−1) = 0.446+0.0147 ·EDHW (MJ day−1) (17)323

Equation 17 expresses the electricity consumption as the sum of a fixed con-324

sumption and an amount of consumption that is related to the amount of daily325

DHW energy consumption (EDHW ). To evaluate the difference between the amount326

of electricity consumption of the TWH in the reference scenario and the auxiliary327

heater in the micro-cogeneration case (Eel−TWH −Eel−aux) in equation 8, it is as-328

sumed that the fixed consumption is the same in both scenarios, therefore, only329

the term related to use (0.0147 · EDHW ) was explicitly calculated. The overall330

contribution of this term is small to the numerator in equation 8. Therefore, its331

associated uncertainty was neglected.332

It should also be noted that ETWH predicted by this model is based on the333

higher heating value (HHV ) of natural gas at 15 oC and 101.325 kPa. To convert334

from this heating value reference to be consistent with the one used by Johnson335

et al. [5] (LHV at 25 oC and 101.325 kPa) a factor of 1.11 is appropriate based on336

heating values calculated from standard enthalpies of formation and the Shomate337

equation [56] for the combustion reaction of methane.338
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3.4. Reference Electrical Efficiency339

The electrical efficiency (ζel−plant) of a central gas plant is given by equation340

18.341

ζel−plant =
Eel−re f

E f uel−re f
(18)342

Where the net electrical output (Eel−re f ) and the energy content of the fuel con-343

sumed (E f uel−re f ) must be known.344

Data from the Independent Electricity System Operator [57] can be used to345

estimate the net electrical output for any plant in Ontario. To estimate the fuel346

consumption for each plant, data from Environment Canada [58] can be used.347

Environment Canada [58] does not publish fuel consumption directly, rather,348

they publish CO2 emissions (both direct and total equivalent) for all major emit-349

ters, including central gas plants, who have a legal obligation to report their emis-350

sions. If it is assumed that all of the direct CO2 emissions from a gas plant are351

caused by the consumption of gas for power generation, the energy content of the352

fuel consumed can be found by equation 19.353

E f uel−re f =
mCO2−re f

EFCO2

(19)354

Where EF is the emissions factor associated with a pollutant and is normally given355

as a ratio of the mass of pollutant (CO2) produced for the energy content of the356

fuel consumed. The MOE [59] gives the value for the emissions factor for CO2357

for the consumption of natural gas for electricity generation according to equation358

20.359

EFCO2 = 49.03 kg GJ−1 (20)360

This analysis can also be performed with a facility’s reported CH4 and NO2 emis-361

sions with corresponding emissions factors (EFCH4 = 12.79 g GJ−1 and EFNO2 =362
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1.279 g GJ−1). For the plant eventually selected to represent the reference sce-363

nario (described later in Table 4), an identical value for E f uel is obtained if the364

analysis is performed using their reported CO2, CH4 or NO2 emissions with the365

corresponding emissions factor from 2011-2013. Therefore, it is reasonable to366

conclude that these are the exact emissions factors this plant used to estimate367

their emissions from their known fuel consumption. It is important to understand368

that by knowing these values exactly, this plant’s conversion of their known fuel369

consumption to emissions can be undone. Therefore, uncertainty associated with370

these emissions factors can be omitted from the uncertainty analysis performed371

later.372

For the uncertainty analysis performed later, it is important to determine with373

what uncertainty a plant might know their value of E f uel−re f to be. They determine374

this value according to equation 21.375

E f uel−re f =Vf uel−re f ·HHV (21)376

A plant determines E f uel−re f as the product of both the volume of fuel (V f uel−re f )377

it consumes and its higher heating value (HHV ) at a standard reference condition378

of 101.325 kPa and 15oC. The Canadian Department of Justice [60] requires that379

the volume of gas sold by utilities to be accurate to within 3%. This value will be380

considered as the uncertainty of Vf uel−re f .381

Greater uncertainty is associated with the HHV . The MOE [59] allows for382

natural gas fired plants to obtain their heating value using one of two methods.383

In the first method, they obtain a value from their supply utility. The two major384

gas supply utilities in Ontario each reported a 6-month average HHV twice a year,385

each year from 2011 - 2013 for emissions reporting purposes. In this period, every386

reported value from each utility was 38 MJ m−3. The MOE provided these values387
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when contacted. However, these values are not site specific and some variation in388

the HHV between sites is expected.389

In the second method, they obtain a value from on-site measurements at the390

plant. If the HHV is measured on-site at a plant, the MOE [59] allows for the391

HHV to be determined as inaccurate as ± 5%. As the emissions reporting guide-392

line [59] is written, this uncertainty only applies to this second method, however,393

it is still an indication of what uncertainty the MOE [59] considers to be accept-394

able. Also, the MOE [59] specifies that the HHV of natural gas should be between395

36.3 and 40.98 MJ m−3. If an HHV of 38 MJ m−3 ±5% is assumed, the lower396

uncertainty margin (36.1 MJ m−3) nearly coincides with the lower limit of what is397

permissible. However, the agreement between the upper uncertainty margin (39.9398

MJ m−3) and the upper limit of what is permissible is not as close. Notwithstand-399

ing this limitation, these considerations indicate that an uncertainty of ± 5% is400

reasonable for the HHV and this value will be assumed.401

Table 4 describes the calculation of the highest electrical efficiency observed402

from a combined-cycle plant in Ontario, from 2011 to 2013. The bias of ± 5% for403

the HHV [59] combined with the bias of ± 3% for Vf uel−re f [60] account for the404

uncertainty of the energy content associated with fuel consumption as described405

earlier. The IESO [57] reported the uncertainty of their generator output data as406

± 10 MW. It is assumed that the IESO [57] knows when a plant is operating with407

negligible uncertainty. The yearly variation is a measure of the maximum amount408

that the efficiency in any single year may deviate from the value at the bottom of409

Table 4 (the 3-year efficiency) for a single plant. As there were only 3 years of410

available data for each plant, the sample was extended to the 6 largest combined-411

cycle plants without cogeneration in Ontario to determine the value shown for the412
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yearly variation. The uncertainties of the energy content of fuel consumption, the413

yearly variation and the electrical production are combined to yield the uncertainty414

of the electrical efficiency shown at the bottom of Table 4.415

Table 4: Calculated reference electrical efficiency for a high-efficiency combined-cycle plant in

Ontario, Canada from 2011 to 2013 and uncertainty margins

Parameter Description Value Uncertainty

Average Output 314.58 MW ± 10 MW

Hours of Operation 10013 hrs none

Energy Content of Fuel Consumption (LHV ) 21.30 PJ ±5%,3%

Yearly Variation ± 4%

Electrical Efficiency 0.5323 ± 0.041

In comparison to a central gas plant, one advantage of a micro-cogeneration416

system that should be considered is that its electrical production is close in prox-417

imity to where it will be consumed. Therefore, a micro-cogeneration system will418

make no use of the electrical transmission system and limited use of the distribu-419

tion system.420

As data were publicly available from the IESO [61] that described the hourly421

losses in the electrical transmission system in Ontario, the efficiency of the trans-422

mission system was calculated. This was done considering an entire year’s worth423

of data, sampled every hour, for 2008 and 2013. The resulting transmission effi-424

ciency was 97.4%. The associated precision index [54] was negligible.425

Unfortunately, similar data relevant to the distribution system in Ontario were426

not available. Distribution efficiency estimates based on a modelling approach427
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[62] for an urban consumer have shown this value to be approximately 96.7%.428

The following equation defines the reference electrical efficiency that was con-429

sidered against which the micro-cogeneration system was compared to.430

ζel−re f = ζel−plant ·ζel−t ·ζel−d = 0.5014±0.039 (22)431

In equation 22, the reference electrical efficiency (ζel−re f ) was defined as432

the product of the central combined-cycle plant efficiency (ζel−plant), the elec-433

trical transmission system efficiency (ζel−t) and the distribution system efficiency434

(ζel−d). The value at the far right of equation 22 was the 95% confidence interval435

(U95,ζel−re f
) used to determine the standard deviation in equation 7.436

It is important to consider that a micro-cogeneration system may make some437

use of the distribution system if not all of its electrical production can be consumed438

in close proximity to where it is located. It is also important to consider that a439

substantial portion of the losses within the distribution system in urban Ontario440

are no-load losses that are not directly related to its load and only to the system’s441

existence. To investigate the effect of this, the sensitivity of the results when fewer442

losses in the distribution system are considered (ζel−d is increased) is discussed in443

Section 4.1.444

3.5. Control Mode445

The particular control mode that was selected represents an attempt to max-446

imize the potential benefit of a micro-cogeneration system by minimizing the447

amount of gas energy consumed to meet the total energy demand of a residential448

occupant for the case where micro-cogeneration is used relative to the reference449

scenario (∆Ėgas) as shown in equation 23.450
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∆Ėgas = Ė f c− f uel −
1

ζel−re f
·Pf c−ac −

q f c

ζTWH
·Ψ (23)451

Because not all of the thermal output of a PEMFC can be used for DHW (a452

portion is rejected), q f c is multiplied by a factor (Ψ) in equation 23 that represents453

the percentage of q f c that may eventually be used for DHW.454

At each simulation time-step, the value of Pf c−dc that was selected was that455

which minimized equation 23. For this, ζTWH was taken as a constant 100%. The456

electric consumption of the auxiliary heater was also ignored.457

In these simulations, the expression for Ψ to be used in equation 23 was only458

approximated. The expression for Ψ that was chosen is given by equation 24.459

Ψ(TTank) =


0, TTank ≥ 59.1oC

Ψ0 · (59.1oC−TTank), 59.1oC > TTank > T ∗

1, T ∗ > TTank

(24)460

The preceding equation assumed that if the tank temperature increased above the461

maximum permissible value of the PEMFC heat recovery circuit then none of462

the heat recovered was useful. Below a certain temperature (T ∗), all of the heat463

recovered was useful. Between these two temperatures there was a linear tran-464

sition region where Ψ0 was a parameter determined from optimization. For the465

preceding equation T ∗ = 59.1oC−Ψ−1
0 .466

For the optimization procedure, a Hooke-Jeeves algorithm [63] was used. As467

the most profligate of the 12 profiles only demanded approximately 45 MJ day−1
468

of DHW in the simulated year, to estimate how demands of greater consumption469

levels might have performed, every combination of 2 of the 12 profiles was also470

considered in these simulations. In total, 78 DHW profiles were simulated. The471
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profiles that are combinations are representative of the DHW demand that would472

be appropriate for a load sharing application between two sets of occupants.473

The objective of the optimization was to maximize the average PIel of three474

of the 78 DHW profiles. The three selected profiles had DHW consumptions of475

approximately 50 MJ day−1. This optimization process was also repeated for476

a group of consumers with 40 MJ day−1 of DHW consumption. Although the477

optimized parameters determined from this were slightly different, the results de-478

scribed in Section 4 were insensitive to these alternative values so they were not479

used.480

The optimum storage tank volume found from the 50 MJ day−1 consumption481

profiles was 1500 L and Ψ0 was determined to be 0.06 oC−1. These optimized482

parameters were effective at reducing the amount of heat rejected to zero for all483

simulated DHW profiles with greater than 35 MJ day−1 of consumption, however,484

the standing loss of the tank was approximately 8 MJ day−1 for all cases.485

4. Results486

The results from 1 sample day for 1 of the 78 domestic hot water profiles that487

was simulated are shown in Figure 2. For this sample profile, the daily average488

DHW consumption was approximately 40 MJ day−1. At the top of this figure,489

the temperature of the storage tank and TWH are plotted. At the bottom of this490

figure, the rates of various energy inputs and outputs relevant to the plant network491

shown in Figure 1 are plotted. The top and bottom of this figure share a common492

abscissa that represents the number of minutes from the start of this sample day.493

For the graph at the bottom of Figure 2, note that the ordinate on the left side of494

this graph applies to the rates of energy input and output for the TWH. Also note495
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that the rate of energy output for the TWH is equivalent to that of the DHW drawn496

in a particular time step. Here a single DHW draw is defined as a continuous497

period of time over which DHW is drawn. Only the average rate of energy input498

and output over a DHW draw are plotted.499
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Figure 2: Temporal results for 1 sample day for 1 of the 78 domestic hot water profiles that was

simulated

The ordinate on the right side the graph at the bottom of Figure 2 applies to500

all the other series plotted on this graph (PEMFC fuel consumption, PEMFC AC501

output, PEMFC thermal output and heat loss of the tank). This second ordinate502

was only necessary so that these other series could be represented on the same503

graph as the TWH input and output that are an order of magnitude greater.504

For periods of time between DHW draws, it can be seen that the tank’s tem-505
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perature rises slowly while the TWH’s temperature decays exponentially. The506

result from this slow increase in tank temperature is that the control mode directs507

the PEMFC to modulate its output so that its fuel consumption, thermal and AC508

output decrease at a similar rate. While difficult to resolve from the scale of the509

graph, the tank’s temperature increase during these periods also causes the heat510

loss to increase as well.511

During DHW draw periods, the temperature of the tank decreases suddenly.512

The result from this is that the control mode directs the PEMFC to modulate its513

output so that its fuel consumption, thermal and AC output increase suddenly514

as well. The TWH temperature suddenly rises during these periods to reach its515

setpoint. During these firing periods, the TWH temperature at the end of each516

firing period is shown to represent the temperature of the TWH for the entire517

firing period.518

The results of the simulations of the 78 DHW profiles with the optimized519

model parameters are shown in Figure 3. The DHW consumption of each profile520

is shown along the abscissa while the PIel of the micro-cogeneration system and521

its corresponding p(ζel−re f > PIel) are shown along the ordinates. The error bars522

shown on the PIel markers represent the 95% uncertainty margins.523

As can be seen from Figure 3, the PIel of the micro-cogeneration case begins524

to exceed ζre f−el for DHW consumption levels greater than approximately 35525

MJ day−1. However, when uncertainty margins are taken into account, the PIel526

reliably (p(ζel−re f >PIel)< 0.05) outperforms the reference scenario when DHW527

consumption exceeds 50 MJ day−1. Only a load sharing profile is the type of528

profile at this threshold.529

The major reason that PIel increases from DHW consumption levels of ap-530
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Figure 3: PEMFC electrical performance index and the probability that it does not exceed the

reference electrical efficiency versus DHW consumption
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proximately 20 to 60 MJ day−1 is because of the tank’s temperature. At lower531

consumption levels, the tank’s temperature is elevated. The negative value of the532

r2 coefficient in Table 2 indicates a decrease in thermal output (q f c) at elevated533

temperatures. Also at elevated tank temperatures, the control mode described by534

equation 23 reduces the PEMFC’s electrical output set-point (Pf c−dc) to avoid535

wasting its thermal output. However, at reduced electrical output set-points the536

PEMFC’s thermal and electrical efficiencies are also reduced. Also at reduced537

electrical output set-points, the tank’s loss of 8 MJ day−1 constitutes a more sub-538

stantial portion of the thermal output of the PEMFC, therefore, a lower proportion539

of the PEMFC’s thermal output is being used to serve DHW. Above 60 MJ day−1
540

PIel does not increase substantially. However, this is mainly due to the fact that541

this particular series of simulations has been optimized for 50 MJ day−1 of con-542

sumption.543

4.1. Sensitivity of Results to Assumptions544

To investigate how other assumptions might influence the aforementioned re-545

sults, the following analyses were performed for several sensitivity cases. For each546

of the following sensitivity cases, first a different assumption was made. This was547

followed by an optimization to determine Ψ0 and Vtank under the different as-548

sumption. The simulations were then performed with the different assumption to549

determine the DHW consumption level where p(ζel−re f > PIel) < 0.05. Figure550

4 displays the p-Value of each of the examined sensitivity cases for each of the551

78 DHW profiles that were simulated against DHW consumption. Each separate552

case is shown as a separate series and is denoted with a case number. These cases553

are described in the following paragraphs. Note that the base case in Figure 4554

refers to the simulations whose results were described in the preceding section.555
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Also shown on Figure 4 is a horizontal dotted line at p(ζel−re f > PIel) = 0.05.556
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Figure 4: The probability that the electrical performance index does not exceed the reference elec-

trical efficiency versus DHW consumption for each of the sensitivity cases that were considered

along with the base case.

Some distribution loss may not be avoided by using a micro-cogeneration sys-557

tem. As a more conservative assumption, only half of the benefit the distribution558

efficiency provides was considered (Case 1). Under this assumption, it was found559

that at 55 MJ day−1 of DHW consumption the micro-cogeneration case reliably560

outperforms the reference scenario (p(ζel−re f > PIel)< 0.05).561

The TWH model may be over-predicting its energy input by as much as 8.7%562

in the DHW consumption regions of interest here. As a less conservative assump-563

tion, ETWH was multiplied by 1/(1-0.087) (Case 2). Under this assumption, it was564
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found that at 42 MJ day−1 of DHW consumption the micro-cogeneration case565

reliably outperforms the reference scenario (p(ζel−re f > PIel)< 0.05).566

The auxiliary heater was assumed to be an electrical resistance heater. As a567

less-conservative assumption, it was assumed to be a natural gas heater with 100%568

efficiency (HHV) (Case 3). Under this assumption, it was found that at 45 MJ569

day−1 of DHW consumption the micro-cogeneration case reliably outperforms570

the reference scenario (p(ζel−re f > PIel)< 0.05).571

Tank stratification might influence this analysis. As a less-conservative as-572

sumption, the water inlet temperature of the fuel cell was always set to 40 oC573

(Case 4). Below this value the amount of thermal output recovered does not in-574

crease substantially. Under this assumption, it was found that at 42 MJ day−1
575

of DHW consumption the micro-cogeneration case reliably outperforms the ref-576

erence scenario (p(ζel−re f > PIel) < 0.05). Tank stratification might also allow577

the tank’s size to be reduced since colder water at the bottom of the tank could578

be used to supply the PEMFC and would, therefore, allow the average tank tem-579

perature where heat rejection occurs to be increased above 59.1oC. This increases580

the amount of energy that can be stored within a tank of a given size. Mod-581

elling this aspect would require a more sophisticated tank model than the lumped-582

heat-capacity approximation used. However, the objective of this research was583

to develop a methodology to evaluate the energy potential of a fuel-cell system584

that considers model uncertainties and to demonstrate its utility. Since the results585

from the preceding section clearly demonstrated that by ignoring uncertainties586

dubious conclusions can be drawn (i.e. that the considered micro-cogeneration587

case is more efficient than the reference at average levels of DHW consumption),588

performing simulations with a stratified tank model was considered outside of the589
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scope of this present research.590

When all 3 previous less conservative assumptions were applied to the same591

simulation (Case 5), after optimization, it was found that at 38 MJ day−1 of DHW592

consumption the micro-cogeneration case reliably outperforms the reference sce-593

nario (p(ζel−re f > PIel)< 0.05). While this is characteristic of an average DHW594

consumer, it represents an extremely optimistic scenario from the perspective of595

the micro-cogeneration system.596

5. Conclusions597

By considering the probability that the reference scenario outperformed the598

equivalent electrical performance index of the PEMFC micro-cogeneration case,599

a new methodology was developed to evaluate the energy performance of this type600

of system. The results of these simulations based on this methodology have estab-601

lished a range of DHW consumption values where the efficiency of the reference602

scenario has a low probability of exceeding the micro-cogeneration system’s.603

Had uncertainties been neglected, it would have been possible to conclude that604

the considered micro-cogeneration system was viable for serving only an average605

level of DHW consumption. However, when uncertainties were considered the606

analysis demonstrated that it is unlikely that the micro-cogeneration device con-607

sidered here is viable in Ontario, Canada if its thermal output serves only domestic608

hot water needs; additional uses are required for the thermal output to make it vi-609

able (e.g. space heating or load sharing between houses). Therefore, uncertainties610

are an important aspect to consider in these types of analyses as they can signifi-611

cantly alter the conclusions that are drawn from them.612

The methodology documented in this article can be repeated for other jurisdic-613
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tions with models of other micro-cogeneration devices as they become available.614

Indeed, it would be interesting to analyze a device with a higher efficiency and/or615

a smaller capacity to determine whether micro-cogeneration servicing only do-616

mestic hot water needs can be viable for Ontario, Canada.617
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